Detector for monitoring potential bleeding during electron intraoperative radiotherapy.
The aim of this work is to develop a bleeding detector integrated into the acrylic circular applicators for specific mobile linacs. Thus, a bleeding detector has been developed based on a capacitive sensor to be used with plastic applicators, as in the case of LIAC HWL from Sordina IORT Technologies SpA. According to the clinical impact, we have selected 0.5 cm as the minimum depth of fluid that should be detected. An experiment was developed using water-simulating blood. Two setups were considered: non-beveled applicators with 7 cm and 10 cm diameter. Measurements were done for applicators 0° and 45° tilted, both with respect to the horizontal surface, in order to mimic the worst clinical scenario according to the irradiation gantry and applicator bevel angle. The behavior of the detector under irradiation was analyzed and the impact of the stray radiation on the detector was also evaluated. The detector was able to distinguish the presence of liquid at a minimum height of 0.5 cm. A linear behavior was obtained for both setups. We have also verified that the LIAC HWL radiation does not affect the measurements nor does the detector interfere with the stray radiation. The bleeding detector is a quasi-digital capacitive sensor with low-cost, high linearity, and easy to install. With this detector it is possible to perform a continuous monitoring of the liquid measurements even during the irradiation phase. Thus, it can operate not only as a pre-treatment detector but also as a continuous one.